Attending CyberThreat 2022 In-Person vs Live Online
IN-PERSON

LIVE ONLINE









Interact with Peers and World-Renowned Cybersecurity Experts
Talk and engage with hundreds of in-person attendees, our awesome advisory board and our
world-renowned speakers.





Hear Exclusive Insights from NCSC
Hear from Paul Chichester, Director of Operations from the National Cyber Security Centre.



( FULL ACCESS )

In-Person Keynote Presentations
Listen to unique presentations from subject matter experts in the offensive, defensive and
forensic fields.
Learn from Knowledgeable Experts

Presentations on the latest cybersecurity research, tools and techniques within the industry.

An Exclusive CyberThreat22 Capture the Flag (CTF) Tournament

A super-technical, unpredictable and dynamic experience. This year the CTF is based on a news
TV station. The CTF will include services like communications systems, teleprompters, chat
systems and on-premise challenges.



CTF Prizes To Be Won
Great team prizes to be won including the first place prize, a complimentary SANS Course of
your choice! Second and third team prizes include Netwars Continuous License and a
complimentary in-person summit seat of your choice.



Capture The Flag (CTF) 101
A chance for attendees new to CTF challenges to hear from the technical team that develop our
challenges and to learn about the tools and approaches commonly used to solve them. A great
preparation for tackling this year’s CTF.



Interactive Hackable Badge Challenges
Designed to test the most technically advanced delegates. The badge challenges require some
degree of collaboration, they have multiple streams plus there is an opportunity to unlock
additional functionalities.



Dedicated Retro & Modern Gaming Area
Gaming devices such as Nintendo: NES, SNES, GameCube - Sega: Master Systems, Megadrive,
Dreamcast - Sony: PS1, PS2, PS3 - Atari: 2600, Jaguar or Lynx - Computers: Amiga, Spectrum – A
full gaming mixture with VR plus so much more!



Great Networking Opportunities
In-person networking with like-minded security practitioners at a top-secret location. 2019 and
2018 locations included Churchill War Rooms & HMS Belfast plus a guest appearance from
award-winning magician Matt Parro.



Enjoy Very Cool Surprises

Look out for what we have in store for 2022! In 2019, CyberThreat had the Original DeLorean
ready for attendees to look around and snap some pretty cool pictures.
Exclusive CyberThreat Swag

Receive your very own CyberThreat22 T-shirt and Coin amongst other really great giveaways.
Opportunities for Schools to Attend
A limited number of complimentary tickets are available for schools and students. CyberThreat
aims to encourages the next generation of cybersecurity experts.





( LIMITED ACCESS )

(Via Twitter)

